18th Annual UNB-UMaine
International Graduate Student Conference

Historical Innovations on the Periphery
27-28 October 2017

Convening at:
Tilley Hall
University of New Brunswick Campus
Fredericton, New Brunswick

Programme

Friday, 27 October

6:30 – 7:30 p.m.  Opening Reception and Registration
Tilley 123

7:30  Lecture by Thaddeus Holownia
Tilley 124

Saturday, 28 October

8:30-9:00  Registration and Coffee: Tilley 107

All sessions are in Tilley 124

Session 1: Workshop Seminar
9:00-10:15
Chair: Elizabeth Mancke (UNB)

Patrick Callaway (UM): War, Provisioning Problems, and the Unusual (but Familiar) Solution


Andrew Taber (UNB): “You may be what Devil you will”: English conceptions of Dutch plurality in 17th century print culture

Nutrition Break: Tilley 107
10:15-10:30
Session 2: Early Modern Britain in the Atlantic World
10:30-11:45
Chair: John Leroux (UNB)

Rob Parent (UNB): The Cultural Dynamics of British Settler Invasions of North America, 1607-1760

Adam Nadeau (UNB): Commerce, Race, and Agriculture in Mainland North America during the Age of European Expansion

Eric Franklin (SMU): James VI & I, the Union Debates, and the Defensive Redoubt of the Ancient Constitution as Symbolic Retrenchment of English National Consciousness, 1603-1607.

Lunch: Tilley 107
11:45-1:00 Will be provided

Session 3: History & Identity
1:00-2:15
Chair: Stephanie Pettigrew (UNB)

Marc-Olivier Vézina (INRS): Quartiers péricentraux, fragment de la notion de périphérie

Natasha Simon (UNB): Eltaqte’geieg: Evoking a Mi’kmaq Vocation

Ian Jesse (UM): From Pulp to Pelt: Rearing Foxes in New Brunswick, 1912-1961

Nutrition Break Tilley 107
2:15-2:30

Session 4: Province, State, and Modernity
2:30-3:45
Chair: Katherine MacDonald

Elisa Sance (UM): Contraceptive technologies in the 1970s: Innovation through “Maine Freewomen’s” Lens

Kira Aislin Smith (Carleton): Narrating the Lost Voices: Brockville Patient History for the Public

Ryan Alan D’Eon (UNB): Acadian Identity and the Second World War

4:15: Tour of Government House